
NAVY CHILDREN SCHOOL 104 AREA 

ACTIVITY REPORT FOR THE MONTH OF JUNE 2018  

1. NES Workshop: - ‘Edu Conclave’, a two day workshop was conducted on 15th & 
16th Jun for English and Physics teachers of various NCS’s at Navy Children School, 
Nausena Baugh, Visakhapatnam. 

English Workshop: On 15th Jun ‘English Genie Unbottled’ was conducted by 
Mr.Kiran Misra. The session was on how to improve creative writing (poetry writing) 
in children and the importance of teacher’s voice in the classroom. 

On the same day Physics workshop was conducted by Mr.Brahmananda Rao, 
from KV-I, SVN Colony. He took a session on “Law of success: which included 
willingness to take initiative to reach high targets. He also insisted that we should 
‘aim for impossible’ as it has often been achieved. He also suggested that we should 
translate our ambitions into concrete time scales. We should use interactive methods 
like discussion, group work, collaborative learning, and experimental learning. He 
also gave us a detailed explanation of how to conduct quiz with the help of internet. 

2. Being Magical Teacher: On 16th Jun a workshop on ‘’How to become a 
Magical Teacher’’ was conducted by Satish Velvetti,CEO of Advanced Minds and 
Professional Speaker. 

Physics Workshop: On the same Physics workshop was conducted by 
Dr.Chandra Sekhar, Director Elen Institutions. He explained the different methods 
of solving numericals. He brought worksheets and explained each question in detail. 
He also explained certain topics in which children often get confused. Teachers were 
discussing about how to teach certain topics in class which can create interest in 
learning them. We have also seen certain videos of Mr.Walter Levin which were very 
interesting and informative. 

3.Principal Address: - On 20th Jun the day started with Principal’s Address, 
followed by introduction of newly appointed  teachers. 

On the same day a workshop was conducted by Dr.Beatress on ‘Interpersonal 
Skills’. It was about the ability of an individual to understand the feelings thoughts 
and to maintain good and constructive relationship with each other. It was an 
interactive session. 

4. 21st June(International Yoga Day): The Yoga session started at 0800 hrs by 
Mrs.Satya Vani. She guided all the NCS staff along with heads in performing 
Suryanamaskara and various other asanas. 

On the same day a  workshop was conducted for KGTs by Mrs.Poornima Kulkarni 
on ‘Innovative ways of Teaching’. She introduced us with many ways and methods 
of teaching. She also taught the concept of echo listening and active listening. 

5. 22nd  & 23rd June: On 22nd & 23rd Jun, NES workshop was conducted in 
NCS,Nausena Baugh for TGT teachers on the topics: 

 - Communication and teamwork 

 - Conflict resolution 



  - Perspective on conflict and oppression. 

It was conducted by Dr.Aditi Arur and Mrs. Deepika Sodi. It was very interactive 
and many activities were conducted. The session ended with the valedictory 
function. 

6.  25th June: A session was conducted by Prof. Madhu Kosuri on Dynamics of 
Learning and Teaching. He quoted the major views of learning as Behaviorism, 
Congnitivism, and Social Learning etc. He concluded his lecture by appealing 
teachers to take up questions of students and give answers with a positive note. 

On the same day a seminar was conducted by Mr.Satish Velveti, CEO of 
Advanced of Minds. Topic ‘Reboot Your Life’. He started the seminar with the 
quote –‘If your life has to change you have to change’. He conducted few activities 
and one of them was visualizing goals which are yet to reach. The session ended 
with a video – ‘Unstoppable’ 

7. The School reopened post Summer vacation: The School reopened post 
Summer vacation for KG-X classes. 

8. KG Special Assembly(Eid):-  On the occasion of Eid a special assembly was 
conducted in 28th Jun. teachers have dressed up in white and green. Some students 
from LKG and UKG dressed up in muslim religions clothes i.e white and green 
colour. Introduction speech was given by teacher followed by dance performance by 
children on Eid mumbarak song. Children did prayers and displayed their moon craft 
which was made by them in the class. Headmistress has wished the children. The 
program was successfully concluded with National Anthem. 
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